ER

Now we are going to take some of these same words and add an ER to the end of them.

fan  fanning  fanned  fanner
hum  humming  hummed  hummer
jig  jigging  jigged  jigger
bag  bagging  bagged  bagger
tan  tanning  tanned  tanner
limp limping  limped  limper
jump jumping  jumped  jumper
help helping  helped  helper
hop hopping  hopped  hopper
kick kicking  kicked  kicker

Did you notice all the double letters? They don’t all have double letters, which ones do? They do all have two letters between the first and second vowel.

Please continue this lesson on the next page.
The bagger bagged the meat and milk.

The tanner tanned the hide of a deer.

I am a helper at home with mom and dad.

The kicker is kicking the ball.

He hummed and ate all the cake.

The fast hopper is the winner.

Lending a hand helps a lot.

Winter is wetter than summer.